
among family planners; about 68% say they have
increased use of generic brands due to budget
constraints, down from 2008’s 77% statistic.

As brand-name pill costs have increased, offer-
ing generics has allowed providers at Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood in Eureka, CA, to keep a
broad range of birth control pills available to its
clients, says Karen Albright, BSN, WHNP-C,
lead clinician. Working with varied funders and
formularies has been difficult, but clinicians are
committed to finding a contraceptive that each
client will be happy taking, she says.

“The discontinuation rate is already high in
some client populations,” notes Albright. “We
need to keep [clients] happy.”

Tracking the options in branded and generic con-
traceptives can be challenging, says Donna Gray,
CNM, NP, a nurse practitioner and certified nurse
midwife at Wyoming County Health Department in
Silver Springs NY. “It makes it harder for me to be
able to identify with the brand the patient is on,”
she notes. “A lot of times, the pharmacy gives them
whatever they have on the shelves, so the patients
get confused if they are taking the same pills.” (See
resource box, p. 19, for a poster that identifies con-
traceptive options.)
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How to use OCs? Check 
clinicians’ strategies

The next woman in your exam room says she
has had cramping, breast tenderness, and

headaches during the pill-free placebo week of
her oral contraceptive (OC). She is open to having
less frequent withdrawal bleeding. What’s your
next move?

If you are considering extended cycle use of
the Pill, you are not alone. About 59% of respon-
dents to the 2009 Contraceptive Technology Update
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Assume you could prescribe any pill for a woman initiating combined pills and there were no
formulary issues dictating which pills you could prescribe. Which pill would you (or a clinician in
your program) prescribe for a 42-year-old nonsmoking woman who wants to use combined pills? 




